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Abstract 

 

The problem faced within this topic still encountered slow network constraints, 

thus disrupting work activities, the method used in writing is the SNMP (Simple 

Network Management Protocol) method & Intrusion Detection and by using the 

bee colony method to run tools designed to facilitate the retrieval. of network device 

information data and control the network. The solution that can be offered is to 

make it easier for admins to monitor and control network traffic and limit client 

network bandwidth, so as to get results in the form of organized and controlled 

network traffic. Management of network became important as prevention needed 

to securing the network and managing them requires the method mentioned above 

to make sure that network can be used without any problem.  

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The technology that is currently developing allows many things that can be made to connect to the internet even 

through devices both from computers, devices, and smartphones so that the needs of the internet are important in 

following the development of technology. Computer networks with the convenience that are owned will be a bad 

impact if there is no supervision carried out and will not run properly as expected, deficiencies that can be found when 

an unattended computer network is a user who tries to access without permission, data flows the network will become 

uncontrollable and unstable, and so on. 

Based on these problems, we need a way to manage unstable traffic or bandwidth traffic such as swelling or 

connection delays. With the development of the Internet and network coverage or networks that affect the security 

and speed of access, restrictions must be determined on its users. 

Network Monitoring or Network is one thing that must be done to regulate and control data flow or activities in the 

network. The network has many loopholes such as unbalanced connectivity, inappropriate usage in general, and other 

constraints such as network interruptions and intrusions in the network. 

Because of this, a network must have management that is capable of detecting and securing the network from 

intruders and other network disturbances. 

II. RELATED WORKS/LITERATURE  REVIEW (OPTIONAL) 

Monitoring 

"Network Management is the ability to monitor, control and plan a network of computers and systems. Network 

monitoring is part of network management. The basic concept of network management is the existence of a manager 

or device that performs monitoring and an agent as a monitored device [1]. 

"Monitoring Network is a function of network management, monitoring is useful for analyzing whether the network 

is still suitable for use or for additional capacity. The results of this monitoring can help us to redesign the existing 

network. Many things on the network can be monitored via a computer interface. With the monitoring application, it 
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gives the ability for users to monitor and control computer networks systematically remotely or in a central control 

only. This management is carried out by collecting data and assigning variables to the managed network elements. 

Network conditions can also be monitored, for example the up / down status of a network equipment. This can be 

done with various network features [2]. 

Monitoring is a periodic assessment of the function of program activities in terms of the schedule for use, input or 

data input by the group in relation to the expectations that have been planned. 

In general, monitoring aims to get feedback or feedback for the needs of the ongoing learning process program, 

knowing this need, the program implementation will immediately prepare for these needs. Needs can be in the form 

of cost, time, personnel, and tools. Program implementation will know how much it costs, how much time is available 

for these activities. 

Thus it can be seen how much manpower is needed, as well as the methods that must be provided to carry out the 

program.  

In monitoring data is collected for analysis, the results of the analysis are translated and interpreted as input and 

suggestions for the leadership to make improvements.  

According to [3] “Monitoring can be defined as the process of measuring, recording, collecting, processing and 

communicating information for project management decision making." 

Based on the observations of the opinions expressed by experts, it can be concluded that monitoring is an analytical 

process for gathering information that will be reprocessed according to its purpose, both for improvement, calculation, 

and used as a basic point in decision making. 

 

  

Network Monitoring System (NMS) 

"NMS is a tool for monitoring elements in a computer network. The function of the NMS is to monitor the quality 

of the SLA (Service Level Agreement) of the bandwidth used” [4]. 

The results of monitoring are used as material in management decision making, on the other hand it is used by the 

network administrator (technical person) to analyze whether there are any irregularities in network operations. 

According [5], there are 10 reasons for using a computer network monitoring application, namely: 

a) Know what is happening on the network. 

b) For planning to upgrade or change network equipment. 

c) Diagnose problems in the network. 

d) Materials needed for SLA (Service Level Agreement). 

e) Knowing when is the right time to implement a disaster recovery system (disaster / problem recovery). 

f) Ensuring system security is running well. 

g) Ensuring users (clients) are connected to the server they need. 

h) Get remote network status information 

i) Ensuring uptime for user needs. 

j) Save money by reducing the amount of network downtime and reducing the time spent analyzing problems 

 

ARP Spoofing 

"On the local area network there is a protocol called ARP (Address Resolution Protocol). The ARP protocol serves 

to translate IP addresses into MAC addresses” [6] ARP request packets are sent broadcast containing the IP address 

of the destination host. The destination host sends the ARP reply packet unicast to the sending host when the 

destination host receives the ARP request packet. The sending host stores the IP and MAC addresses of the destination 

host in the ARP Cache table. ARP Cache Table has a storage time limit. The time limit is different for each operating 

system. 

"The ARP protocol is stateless in that every incoming ARP reply is not verified and the IP-MAC address of the 

ARP reply packet is stored directly into the ARP Cache table. ARP does not provide a feature to check whether the 

received ARP reply is sent the previous ARP request packet” [7]. "So that the ARP protocol is stateless and there is 

no authentication, making ARP vulnerable to several computer network attacks" [8]. 

“The ARP protocol is vulnerable to attacks known as ARP Spoofing or ARP Poisoning which are caused by a 

security flaw in the ARP protocol. Therefore, the process of detecting an attack is important to protect a host before 

carrying out an attack prevention process”[9]. [10] “propose active detection of ARP Spoofing attacks using ICMP 

echo request and ICMP echo reply packets". 

"However, this method consumes large resources on the network" [11]. "Cisco switches also use the Dynamic ARP 

Inspection method to perform security on the switch, but the costs involved are very large to implement this method" 

[12]. 
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"Likewise, a good ARP Spoofing detection system is a system that does not change the ARP protocol, does not 

require additional installation on every host connected to the network, uses small network resources, and is able to 

detect all types of ARP attacks and does not slow down the packet sending process.” [11]. 

 

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 

According to [13], "Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is a protocol in the TCP / IP Protocol Suite which is 

responsible for performing IP address resolution into Media Access Control (MAC)". 

"Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is a network protocol in TCP / IP that is useful in mapping an IP Address to 

become a Mac Address” ” [14] 

Based on the opinion of experts, it can be concluded that the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is a rule used to 

map IP addresses to MAC addresses which are used as identification in sending a data packet. 

 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 

"The use of a network monitoring system can make it easier for network managers to monitor their network from 

anywhere as long as they are connected to the internet” [15]. 

"The method used for this problem is the Intrusion Detection System and SNMP (Simple Network Management 

Protocol) method, the Intrusion Detection System is used as a method to detect suspicious activity in a system and 

network" [16]. 

III. METHODS 

Bee Colony is an optimization algorithm used in finding a path through all the destination points with the closest 

or lowest distance. The method used is designing or designing a software and testing the application or tool. The 

application or tools to be designed is a computer network monitoring application. 

There are several methods such as Intrusion Detection, Packet Sniffing, Vulnerability Scanning, Firewall 

Monitoring, and Penetration Testing or penetration testing. However, the methods used in this project are Intrusion 

Detection and Vulnerability Scanning. 

Bee Colony Algorithm is an algorithm that is used for path search, and its implementation for the program to be 

made is a detector to look for disturbances in a network. 

By detecting all existing networks and devices connected to the network, it will be easier to manage, detect, and 

control the connection flow of the available networks. 

Where there will be a division of tasks that will run in the program, namely Searchers (onlooker), Workers, and 

Monitoring (scouts). In the division of tasks, the Seeker will take care of whatever part or node is connected to the 

network, the Worker will manage the network such as managing network traffic, and have access to close the network 

or connection devices connected to the network, while the Monitor will monitor network traffic to detect anomalies 

that occur in the network. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

Program View (Testing) 

 
Figure 1. Program View 
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This section will explain the testing of the following applications, for this study using Black Box Testing with the 

functional testing method, the purpose of this method is to test the overall application work system such as bandwidth 

limit trials, network control, network detection, address reading and log storage.  

The first stage of this application is to detect what networks can be read. After the program successfully pulls 

network information, the next stage is carried out. 

 

 
Figure 2. Option Tools 

The following is a display of the tools provided in the application, the existing tools have the functions needed in a 

network administration application such as refreshing, scanning the network based on the interface (if the computer 

has a wireless adapter it can detect Wi-Fi signals and any connections in it) 

In selecting an interface, it should be noted that this application detects the network in an interface that is read and 

on a computer, for example as shown below: 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Interface List 
 

The following are the types of interfaces that can be selected to be detected on the network, the interfaces listed are 

interfaces that already exist on the computer device itself such as a Network Interface Card that allows for Local Area 

Networks, built-in or external Wireless Adapters, and so on. 
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Figure 4. Choose Interface 

 

  select one interface and refresh by pressing F5 or clicking tools then Refresh. Interfaces that can be selected 

are based on the device you have, for example a Wi-Fi Interface requires a Wireless Adapter or Wireless Card (built-

in or external). 

 
Figure 5. Refresh Option 

 

This refresh function is performed to run the program assigned to retrieve or call network information connected to 

an existing interface. The Refresh function is used to recall the application page and retrieve information, namely the 

IP Address and MAC Address that have entered the network or network. 

 

 
Figure 6. Refresh & Read Network 
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After refreshing, the program will start scanning for network devices that are online in the selected interface, the 

scanning process has a time range of 5 seconds - 10 minutes depending on the number of connected devices.  

 

 
Figure 7. Choose the device to be disabled 

 

Now entering the network control stage, which is closing the connected device access so that it cannot accept 

internet or local connections, first select the device to be disabled. 

 
Figure 8. Tools Disconnect 

 

Then click tools and select disconnect, or you can also press Ctrl + X directly, and the next process is to do Arp 

spoofing or Arp poisoning. Arp Spoofing or Arp Poisoning is an attack carried out on connected and communicating 

devices, as in the picture above the device is connected and to disable it, communication is carried out in the form of 

an Arp Spoofing or Arp Poisoning attack which will send a packet with the aim of disabling the selected network 

connection. 
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Figure 9. Arp spoofing Active. 

 

After Arp spoofing is active, the selected device will be constantly and continuously sent packets whose purpose is 

to block internet and local connections so that they cannot enter the device whose access is closed, and the status of 

the device connection will be changed to off.  

 

 
Figure 10. Network Disconnected 

 

The image above is the result of Arp spoofing which is run by the application to close the selected network. The 

connection from the device that is disabled cannot communicate with the internet or locally. 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Disables ARP Spoofing / Poisoning 
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If you want to reactivate the network, simply disable Arp spoofing by selecting Tools, then Stop. After Arp spoofing 

has been disabled, you can refresh it to refresh the network status. 

 

 
Figure 12. Turn on the network connection again 

 

After stopping, the command from Arp Spoofing or Arp poisoning will be stopped and the selected device can 

receive back internet connections and local connections, because this stop command is intended to stop Arp Spoofing 

or Arp Poisoning packets so that devices that were blocked from connection can be returned as up and running 

normally, then do a Refresh. 

 

 
Figure 13. Network On 

 

And the image above shows that the connection has been running smoothly after previously being deactivated. The 

implementation of this program can be used as a control or network center control to regulate the number of networks 

as well as network control to close access, and with the use of this program it can make it easier for administrators to 

disable networks that are improper or unregistered. 
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Figure 14. Input Client Name 

 

In this program the administrator can manually provide the client name by selecting the connected device then 

selecting the Tools menu, then Entering Client Name. Press enter to enter the client's identity. Client names can be 

tailored to suit individual needs, for example Computer 1-A, IT Room - A, and so on. This naming is also done for 

documentation and differentiating between new devices and devices that have been recorded. 

 

 
Figure 15. Log Option 

 

To Show Log, point the cursor to the lower right corner then click on the log, after that the option will appear, select 

Show log to display the log of running applications. This log will report the new IP that entered the network along 

with the time it was entered. 
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Figure 16. Show Log 

 

Log What is written is a summary of the processes that occur during the application run, either from the addition of 

the number of devices or the instructions that have been done by the administrator himself.  
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Figure 17. Option 

 

To save the log, click on the lower right corner, then select Save, then a Save dialog box will appear to determine 

where the log will be saved. This log will store a record of network activity that occurs. 

 

 
Figure 18. Saving Logs 

 

  

In this section files can be saved as .txt or other file types if you select All Files (*. *). 

 
Figure 19. Saved Logs 
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Figure 20. Saving Configurations 

 

This section is used to store settings such as client names and commands that have been registered in it. And when 

data such as client name and status have been stored, the connection in the process is stopped or turned off when 

closing the application when it is opened again and will continue from the previous setting storage point. 

 

 
Figure 21 Saved configuration 

 

 The settings that have been made are saved, and when the program is opened again will continue from the save 

point that was done. At this stage the administrator has named the client based on the incoming IP address 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the analysis that has been carried out, and designing and testing the application, it can be concluded that: 

a. This application can be used for network administration or network to obtain information and control the network 

that is connected. 

b. This application has various data calling times based on the large number of devices on the network, ranging from 

5 seconds - 10 minutes. 

c. This application can be used as a network administration tool because it has the Open Close IP Access feature 

and by using the Simple Network Management Protocol it makes it easier for network administrators to control 

their network.
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